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The Bright To-Morrow
this is a novel of joy and tragedy, of desperately hard
work, of success and failure, of passionate love, of personal
loyalties and helpless betrayals.
An ocean liner burns at sea, taking her place in the
grim ranks of lurid marine disasters. Her passengers
betrayed, deserted, by mongrel crew and officers, die by
flame and smoke and water. Captain Rennie, disgraced
and ruined, flees to a cottage perched on a deserted hill.
To his side, a loving and fiercely protecting guardian, comes
his young daughter* Pamela, who refuses to believe public
opinion, the Line's decision, and the Courts of Justice in
their scathing conviction of her father on the charges of
cowardice and incompetence. Pamela's father remains the
hero of her Hfe> even beyond his later shadowy and violent
death.
Her first romance enters in the person of Charles Bahnard,
a, young painter, a fine and sincere artist with his brush,
a fighter with his extraordinary physical bulk and strength,
and in marriage a lover with a persuasive and frank and
clean sensuality* To Charles Bannard all beauty in life
lies in his young wife and in his work, and the cottage on
the hill becomes the setting of a lasting idyll. The entrance
of an American phenomenon, an honest politician, affects
Pamela's life shallowly* Her husband is stricken down,
robbed of painting, of health, of zest for love and life,
and the nursmg of this shell of the once exuberant, hard-
working, highly emotional man, brings Pamela to,the
uncertain places* The turning point of the bkight
To-MoKEOW rolls up in the most unlikely place in the.
world.
Written with his customary skill Mr. Thomas* story
holds our attention without effort for its characters differ
so widely and move in suph unusual situations, and above
all the plot maintains a very high level of interest to the
last chapter.
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